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1.  Introduction 

t Assessments 
e public confidence and 

 of the community according to their circumstances and needs. Every member 
of the Council involved in policy making or implementation, will be expected to take account of 

licies and report 

eds to undertake 

• Section Two gives some background about inequality and the Equality Standard for Local 

ss and an Equality 

1.2 What is an Equality Impact Assessment (EIA)? 

e directly linked to 
s a legal duty on the 

 and promote equal opportunities.    

Why undertake an Equality Impact Assessment? 
t 2000, the Disability 

 that all functions/services, projects, policies or 
tandard for Local 

Furthermore, EIAs also act as a method of improving our services. They are a tool to drive 
forward change and s
services.  

 

1.4 What should be Equality Impact Assessed?  
The EIA process is one that includes developing or reviewing: policy, strategy, procedure, 
function, project, reviews, services and organisational change. For the purpose of this toolkit 
these will be referred to as ‘Functions, Policies and Projects’.  

 

1.1 What is the purpose of this toolkit? 
This tool-kit is designed to help managers and teams conduct Equality Impac
(EIAs). If used effectively, this should help to put right inequalities, increas
serve all sections

equality issues and expected to follow the guidance in impact assessing po
results as appropriate. 

 

• Section One of this toolkit explains what EIAs are all about and who ne
them. 

Government. 

• Section Three gives guidance on how to complete the Screening Proce
Impact Assessment.   

 

An EIA is a way of finding out whether a function or service, a project, a policy or a strategy and 
its implementation affects different groups of people in different ways. EIAs ar
the positive equality duties around race, disability and gender. This place
public sector to eliminate discrimination

 

1.3 
It is a legal requirement under the Race Relations Amendment Ac
Discrimination Act 2005 and the Equality Act 2006
strategies are subject to an EIA. It is also a requirement of the Equality S
Government, to which the Council is committed.  

hould lead to improvements in the way we formulate policy and deliver our 
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In line with legislation, an EIA may need to be completed on existing, revised o
policies or projects according to their relevance, proportionality and risk. The C
that some of its functions, policies and projects will be more relevant to and ha
on Equality & Diversity than others. T

r new functions, 
ouncil recognises 
ve a greater impact 

herefore we have developed a screening process that will 
help managers identify if an EIA should be completed and if so what priority this should take (see 

is includes 
ision, principle, 

cedures that influence, direct and determine the way business is carried out.  

achieve a specified 
ed out whether annually 

ources or provisions 

hat is a function? A function is a term that is usually referred to as actions and activities 
assigned to, required by or expected of the council.  

rganisational change is defined as a change that has an 
his could include 
ons or environment 

 target Equality Groups? 
ge of different equalities target groups. The EIA process focuses on these groups 

 out whether or not they are benefiting from a function, policy or project. These groups 
 existing legislation in the UK that covers discrimination. The groups and target 
 

• Sexuality 

• Faith or belief 

• Race 

• Ethnicity 

• Disability 

• Gender 

 

 

 

section 2 for details of the screening process). 

 

What is a policy? A policy can be written or unwritten, formal or informal. Th
strategies, guides, manuals and common practice. It outlines an approved dec
plan or set of pro

What is a project? A project is a temporary structure or scheme created to 
business benefit or goal. This includes functions and events that are carri
or on a regular basis.  

What is a service? A service is a term usually used to mean facilities, res
made by the council for its residents.  

W

What is organisational change? O
impact on the way that work is performed and has significant effects on staff. T
changes in the structure or an organisation, working hours or practices, conditi
etc 

 

Who are the
There are a ran
to try to find
stem from the
areas include:

• Age 
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1.5 Who has to do Equality Impact Assessments? 
Managers will have prime responsibility for identifying which functions, polic
an EIA. They will do this primarily at service planning and review. Managers m
responsibility of carrying-out an EIA to relevant member(s) of staff. Howe
responsibility to be aware of the impact of any functions, policies or projects o
people. If you suspect that a function, policy or project may have 

ies or projects require 
ay delegate the 

ver all staff have a 
n different groups of 

an impact on equality and 
diversity then you will need to go through the screening process which is explained in section 2. 

 carry out an EIA or not.  

be provided to staff on how to carry-out EIAs. Also, on-going support will be provided 
atives from each 

ersity Champions 
ling with equality & 

d EIAs and performance-manage the 
example employment policy, will be dealt 

with by the Equalities Working Group – but all managers are responsible for ensuring that polices 
are im ppropria  of respo

Who are the Eq iversit

 Area quality and
Champ

Contact Details 

The screening process will help you to decide whether to

 

1.6 Is there any support to help with completing EIAs? 
Training will 
by the Equalities Working Group. This working group consists of represent
service area called ‘Equality & Diversity Champions’. These Equality and Div
are there to provide you with advice and guidance on completing EIAs and dea
diversity issues.  

The Equalities Working Group will approve all complete
progress made by Services. Cross cutting issues, for 

plemented a tely within their area nsibility. 

 

1.7 uality and D y Champions? 
 

Service E  Diversity 
ion 

Legal and Democratic Kelly Hamblin blin@selby.gov.ukkham  

 Breheney eney@selby.gov.ukProperty Helen hbreh  

f@selby.gov.ukHousing Julie Tordoff jtordof  

Chapman ionofficer@selbyleisure.co.ukLeisure James inclus

Environmental Health Janet Dolan jdolan@selby.gov.uk 

Benefits, IT, E-Gov & Revenues Helen Mcneil Hmcneil@selby.gov.uk 

Accountancy efowler@selby.gov.uk& Central Admin Elspeth Fowler  

Human Resources Janette Barlow jbarlow@selby.gov.uk 

Development Services Eileen Scothern scothern@selby.gov.uk 

Policy & Performance Drew Fussey dfussey@selby.gov.uk 

 

 

mailto:efowler@selby.gov.uk
mailto:jbarlow@selby.gov.uk
mailto:scothern@selby.gov.uk
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2.  Background Information 

appens because decisions about practice or policy have not given enough 

rvice? If we can 
y access criteria? How do we determine access criteria? 

 service? How efficiently 
? 

ms used to make decisions might not be 
as fair and equitable as we think. For example: 

plaint is only recognised when we receive it in writing. 

t everybody sits the 

ich policy and 
 that others. These groups are:     

hnic people, Gypsy and Travellers – Race Relations Act 
 

mployment but will 

• Gen covers women and men.    

• Sexual orientation – Sex Discrimination (Sexual Orientation – Employment Regulations) – 
covers l ent. This too will be extended to cover 
service delivery. 

• Religion & belief – Religion & Belief (Employment Regulations) – covers all religions and 
those with no religion. This too will be extended to cover service delivery. 

• Gender Re-assignment – Sex discrimination (Gender Re-assignment Regulations) – covers 
individuals who are undergoing gender re-assignment treatment. 

Appendix 1 outlines in more detail the legal and regulatory framework. 

 

2.1 How inequality happens 
In the main inequality h
time to thinking about the impact of the decision. Decisions about practice or policy are often 
made because of: 

• Legislative changes. 

• Resource issues – budgets and staffing. Can we afford to deliver this se
deliver this service do we set an
What if we stop delivering this service? What if we commission this
can we deliver this service? How effectively can we deliver this service

Inequality also happens because the processes or syste

• Complaints procedure – a com

• Recruitment procedure – standard assessment tests on the basis tha
same test in the same way 

 

2.2 Who is affected by inequality? 
Everyone is protected under the law as research has shown that the way in wh
practice operates can disadvantage some groups more

• Disabled people - Disability Discrimination Act subsequently amended and this Act only 
applies to disabled people 

• Black, white, minority et
subsequently amended. This applies to all races and all ethnic groups

• Older people and younger people – Age discrimination currently covers e
be extended to cover service delivery with the new Equality Bill 

der – Sex Discrimination Act subsequently amended and 

esbian, gay, bi-sexual people in employm
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2.3 The Equality Standard for Local Government 
Public authorities are performance managed and externally assessed on their performance on 

ment where the 

The Council’s target for this year is to achieve level three of the Equality Standard for Local 
Government.  Having a methodical approach to Equality Impact Assessment is part of achieving 

e e and target setting is part of achieving level 3.  

n’, we have to 

• Engaged in consultation with designated community, staff and stakeholder groups. 

formation and monitoring systems. 

and service delivery. 

 system of self-assessment, scrutiny and audit. 

argets, we have to 

rticipation of designated staff and stakeholder groups in 

race, gender and disability based on impact 

• By March 2009 set objectives on grounds of sexual orientation, age, religion & belief for 

•

• Developed information systems to assess progress on targets 

• Started actions on achieving targets 

• Verified progress through a process of self assessment and scrutiny which has been 
externally validated 

 
Completing Equality Impact Assessments is a key requirement of level 2 of the Equality 
Standard; action planning and target setting is a key requirement of level 3. Selby District 
Council is committed to achieving these requirements. 

equality. This is achieved through the Equality Standard for Local Govern
requirement to assess the impact of policies is contained.  

lev l two while objectiv

 

2.4 Achieving Level 2 
To achieve Level two of the standard – ‘Assessment and Consultatio
demonstrate we have: 

• Engaged in an impact and needs / requirement assessment. 

• Engaged in the development of in

• Engaged in an equality action planning process for employment, pay 

• Developed a

 

2.5 Achieving Level 3 
To achieve Level three of the standard – Setting Equality Objectives and T
demonstrate we have: 

• Implemented a strategy for pa
objective setting 

• Set equality objectives across the Council for 
assessments. 

 
employment and service delivery 

 Translated objectives into action plans 
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3.  The Screening Process 

gmatic approach to undertaking EIAs is essential and also 
 and have a greater 

As such the screening process (Appendix 2) has been developed as a tool to help managers and 
f olicy / project to equality. It results in a judgement 

nd if so what priority it should take.   

ied out? 

 All existing functions, policies or projects; and 

2) All new and revised functions, policies or projects. 

y for a policy then 
rate in carrying out 

 

3.1 What is the purpose of screening? 
The Council recognises that a pra
understands that some of its functions / policies / projects are more relevant to
impact on equality & diversity than others.  

sta f identify the relevance of each function / p
about whether an EIA should be completed a

 

3.2 When should screening be carr
The screening process must be used on: 

1)

On those occasions where one or more public authorities share responsibilit
necessary arrangements should be put in place and they should then co-ope
an EIA. 

 

Screening has been completed in 2008 for all existing functions, policies and
Council’s seven services. This has resulted 

 projects across the 
in a timetable of EIAs for existing functions policies 

and plans over the next 3 years (2008-2011). Managers are responsible for ensuring that these 

should complete the screening exercise on any new

EIAs are included in service plans for the relevant year.  

At the service planning stage managers  and 
revised functions, policies and projects in order to determine whether they require an EIA or not.  

completion of these EIAs. This will result in a schedule of EIAs on existing 
d plans covering that service planning year. Managers are responsible for 

ns.  

 

The above actions will ensure that EIAs are integrated into the mainstream process of Business 
and Service planning and review.  This will help to: 

• Mainstre ss of the district council 

• Save time and effort; 

• Avoid duplication. 

• Prepare the Council for external assessment and challenge 

 

And the deadline for 
functions, policies an
ensuring that these EIAs are included in service pla

am equalities into the fabric of the busine
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It is important to recognise at this stage that managers will also be requi
which come-out of EIAs to their s

red to link all actions 
ervice plan- see Section 6: ‘Equality Impact Assessment 

Approval and Outcomes’ for more details. 

sessment 

uncil’s success in 
ibutes to this success. 

ment does not have to be ‘war and peace’ in fact the opposite is 
much more likely to achieve a worthwhile 

gy / project?: 
t?: 

 What consultation and information gathering has taken place as part of the policy / strategy 
/ pr

ated?: 
tcome for different groups?: 

 What action will you take to minimise the negative impact?:  

and 

If an honest appraisal has taken place, the different impacts will have been recognised and the 
risks associated with the function / policy / projec  the important part 
because this leads to actions for the benefit of all citizens and employees within Selby.    

How do I get my EIA approved and published? 

You should use the help and guidance of your Equality and Diversity Champion while generating 
an Initial or Full EIA. Once you have completed your EIA, you then need to get your manager to 
sign it off. Once they have done this you will then need to e-mail your EIA to the Equality and 

 

4. How to carry out an Equality Impact As
It is important to remember that everyone is a key player in Selby District Co
delivering quality services and that an equality impact assessment contr

A good equality impact assess
true. Focussing on key questions and actions is 
assessment and lead to identifying realistic actions. 

The questions to ask therefore are: 
 

 What is the purpose of the policy / strate
 What are the main activities of the policy / 
 Who are the main beneficiaries of the policy / strategy / project?: 

strategy / projec

oject development?: 
 How will the policy / strategy / project be evalu
 Are there likely to be any negative impact or ou
 If you have identified a potential negative impact is this: 

• Justified 

• Likely to be a high impact 

 What is the review period for this policy / strategy / project?: 

 

Please use Appendix 3 to record your Equality Impact Assessment 

There is an example of a completed EIA in Appendix 4 to help you.  

 

5. Equality Impact Assessment Approval 
Outcomes 

t. Identifying the risk is
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Diversity Champion for your service area. They will then submit your EIA to th
Working Group for final approval. In the unlikely occurrence that the workin

e Equalities 
g group find a problem 

or issue with your EIA, you will be informed of any further work or amendments that you need to 
carry out. Once the working group approve your EIA it will then be published on the Council’s 

proved.  

As explained in section 3, managers are responsible for ensuring that service plans include a list 
of all the EIAs which need completing that year. In addition to this, the actions that result from the 

e plans. Service planning guidance 
ate EIAs into the service 

planning process.  

t 

oyee / user 
uality. 

In terms of equalities, this means data on the basis of race / ethnicity, gender disability, age, 
l orientation.   

duties while there was 

 which explains clearly 
 this data and what it will use it for.  

y Standard for Local Government is currently undergoing a further refresh and the 
IDEA is currently consulting on the new Equality Framework. 
This new fram ess towards outcomes and will also 
reduce the levels across the Standards from 5 to 3. 
Criteria for achieving level 3 of the current and new standard will be a shift away from process 
audit towards peer assessment. 
Successful peer assessment at level 3 will provide Councils with an Equality Mark. 

website.  

 

See Appendix 5 for a flowchart showing the procedure for getting your EIA ap

 

How do EIAs link to service plans? 

completion of an Initial or Full EIA need to be linked to servic
has been produced to guide managers on how they should integr

 
6. Follow up – planning for improvemen
 
Relevant monitoring 
It is likely that Equality Impact Assessments will show up gaps in data on empl
profiles, complaints, and perceptions of service q

religion and sexua
It would be hard to justify that the Council was meeting its positive equality 
insufficient evidence to demonstrate that a service did not discriminate.  Improved monitoring is 
therefore likely to be a key objective for the Council. 
Additionally the Council may consider developing information and guidance
why the Council captures

 
Equality Standard  
The Equalit

ework will move the focus away from proc
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Here in Selby District Council we will establish a transition plan from our current assessment 
against the Equality Standard in readiness for the new equality framework going live from April 

 

Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 

 out its arrangements for: 

a) Assessing the likely impact proposed policies will have, including arrangements for collecting 

 Diversity Scheme. 

tly amended 

requires public bodies to: 

nity between disabled people and other people 

rimination that is unlawful under the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 

e 

vourable treatment. 

06 

 which will require all 
wing how it intends to fulfil 

the general and specific duties and setting out its gender equality objectives. The scheme should 
outline the ways in wh

• consult employees, service users and others (including trade unions) 

• take into account any information it has gathered or considers relevant as to how its policies 
and practices affect gender equality in the workplace and in the delivery of its services in 
formulating its overall gender equality objectives consider the need to have objectives to 
address the  causes of any gender pay gap 

 

2009. 

Appendix 1: Legal and Regulatory Framework
 

Under the Race Relations Amendment Act, the Council is required to set

data; 

b) Consulting with groups that may be affected by the policies. 

 

For more information, have a look at the Council’s Generic Equality and

 

Disability Discrimination Act 1995 subsequen

From December 2006 the disability legislation established positive disability equality duty which 

• promote equality of opportu

• eliminate disc

• eliminate harassment of disabled people that is related to their disability 

• promote positive attitudes towards disabled people 

• encourage participation by disabled people in public lif

• take steps to meet disabled people’s needs, even if this requires more fa

 

Sex Discrimination – Equality Act 20

Gender Equality Duty  

From April 2007 the Equality Act 2006 introduces the positive duty on gender
public bodies to prepare and publish a Gender Equality Scheme sho

ich public bodies will: 
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Equality Standard for Local Government  

The Council is signed up to the Standard as a practical way of implementing it
We aim to reach level 3 of the Standar

s Equality Policy.  
d in 2008/09.  Level 2 requires the Council to: 

res address local needs / 
e able to judge the possible adverse impact on potentially 

b) The impact and needs / requirements assessment should involve systematic consultation with 

as a Best Value 

 and if it has, the 

General duties 

Act and its 
commitment to achieving level 3 of the Equality Standard for Local Government means: 

• Eliminating unacceptable and / or unlawful discrimination on the basis of disability, race, 
ethnic or national origin, age, gender, marital status, sexuality, social and economic status, 
religion or political belief; 

• Promoting equal opportunity; 

 

Promoting good relations between different groups [this particularly applies to racial, ethnic and 
religious groups, and would include refugees, Travellers and migrant workers] 

 

 
 

 

a) Find out how well current Council policies, functions and procedu
requirements…and to b
disadvantaged groups of any policy change; 

the community, staff and stakeholder groups. 

The Council’s progress on the Equality Standard is reported annually 
Performance Indicator (BVPI 2a): 

‘The authority reports on whether or not it has adopted the Equality Standard
level it believes it has reached.’ 

 

Specifically, the Council’s legal duty under the Race Relations Amendment 



Appendix 2: Template for Screening Process  
 

In order to prioritise a function, policy or project for Equality Impact Assessment please complete the steps below, recording your results in th
table provided. 

e 

 

. 

ll 
h 

 

Step 1: List service function, policy or project in the table provided.

Step 2: Answer questions 1, 2 & 3 in order to make a judgment as to whether the function, policy or plan is relevant, proportional or poses risk

Step 3: Answer question 4 using your answers to questions 1, 2 & 3 in order to decide on the priority for assessment. As a rule of thumb you wi
expect your frontline services to be High priority. Some support or technical services may have specific functions within them which are a hig
priority e.g. planning applications; highways and dropped kerbs.

 

  Question 1 Question 2  4 Question 3 Question 

Service Function, 
policy or 
project 

Relevant? 

Does this service or 
function contribute to the 
elimination of 
discrimination and the 
promotion of equality of 
opportunity? 

Proportional? 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
t 

r 
  

 

? 

r 
h 

 
r 

  

Does this service or function
impact on different groups in
the community differently?  
Are there any groups which
could be adversely affected
by this service?

Risk?

Is there a risk to the service
or function if we do no
equality impact assess ou
policy and practice?

Priority

Is this service o
function Hig
Medium or Low
priority fo
assessment?

  Yes / No 

 

Yes / No    Yes / No High / Medium / Low
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 Example: 

  Question 1   4 Question 2 Question 3 Question 

Service Function, 
Policy or 
Project 

Relevant? 

Does this service or function
contribute to the elimination 
of discrimination and the 
promotion of equality of 
opportunity? 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

? 

r 

 

  

Proportional?

Does this service or
function impact on 
different groups in the
community differently?  
Are there any groups 
which could be
adversely affected by
this service?

Risk?

Is there a risk to the
service or function if we do
not equality impact assess
our policy and practice?
  

 
 

Is this service o
function High 
Medium or Low
priority for 
assessment?

Priority

Street 
Lighting – 
new 
maintenance 
policy 

No Yes – women; older
people; young males

 
 

  YesHighways & 
Transport 

Car Parks 
reduction 

Yes  Disabled people;    Yes

Human 
Resources 

Payroll Yes Yes – those not covered
by Working Families Ac

 
t 

  Yes
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Appendix 3 : Equality Impact Assessm
Template

ent 
  

NAME OF POLICY/STRATEGY……………………………. 

LEAD OFFICER:……………………………………………… 

What is the purpose of the policy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the main activities of the policy? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Who are the main beneficiaries of the policy? 
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What consultation and information gathering has taken place as p
the policy developmen

art of 
t? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How will the policy be evaluated? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

groups?

If you have identified a potential negative impact is this: 

• Justified 

• Likely to be a high impact 
 

 

Are there likely to be an ative impact or outcome for different y neg
 

 

 

 



 

act?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the review period for this policy? 

 

 

 

 

 

nager of completing officer): 

Date:…………………… 

……………………………………………….. 

Has this EIA been quality Checked by the relevant Equality and Diversity 
te as appropriate)   

 

Approved by Equalities Working Group?    Yes / No    - Date of approval …… 

 

Published on website?    Yes / No  - Date  of publication …

What action will you take to minimise the negative imp

 

 

 

 

 

Signed (completing officer): 

……  Date:…………………… ………………………………………………

 

Signed (ma

…………………………………………………  

  

Name of relevant Equality and Diversity Champion  

…………………………………………

 

Champion? (dele

Yes / No 

For office use only 
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Appendix 3 (continued): EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT ACTION PLAN 

    

 

Action to be taken as a result of 
Impact Assessment 

Milestone / Outcomes Link to Service Plan /
Corporate Priorities 

Responsible Officer Action by when

   

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

  

 

Please e-mail your completed Equality Impact Assessment & Action Plan to your Service’s Equality and Diversity Champion – detail
can be found on page 5 of this toolkit.

s 
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ent 

ICY/STRATEGY: Flexible Working Policy 
LEAD OFFICER: Fred Bloggs 

very and 

Appendix 4 :  Example Equality Impact Assessm
 
NAME OF POL

What is the purpose of the policy?: 

“To improve the work-life balance of employees, improve service deli
/ or productivity.  It is part of the process of constantly reviewing the services 
that have to be provided and the tasks to be done without being constrained 
necessarily by a particular location or time.  It is intended to benefit 
employees, service users and organisational effectiveness.  It is a key tool for 
managers to try and meet the different needs of the diverse teams they 
manage.” 

This policy will also support the council’s workforce strategy and 
improvements and access to services. 

The policy will also support the Council’s compliance with the Work and 
Families Act and the statutory right to request. 

 

What are the main activities of the policy?: 

This policy will: 

 provide a menu of flexible working options and work styles.    

 outline the process for making a flexible working request  

inst a request refusal  outline the process for appealing aga

 

Who are the main beneficiaries of the policy?: 

The Council: 

 potential to act as a recruitment and retention tool for staff  

 potential to positively impact on sickness absence 

the participation 
 it easier for men within the 

 will help employees improve their work life balance  

ation  

 potential for improved efficiency of service  

 contribute to succession planning and in particular improve 
of women in senior positions as well as make
Council to work flexibly 

Employees: 

 has the potential to have a positive impact on morale and motiv

Citizens / public 

 

What consultat ce as part of 
the policy development? 

ion and information gathering has taken pla
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oups of 

was gathered to support the policy development has come 
 

other local councils on HR policy  

 Requests from staff 

This policy has been subject to consultation with the trade unions; focus gr
employees or employee networks.  

The information which 
from a variety of sources:

 Legislative change   

 Networking with 

 

How will the policy be evaluated?: 

ibly using the 

ill identify benefits to service delivery which have arisen from the policy 

 We will add this information to the data analysis we capture on the workforce 

 

We will monitor the following: 

 Number of requests made by employees 

 Number of requests approved / not approved by managers 

 We will ask employees about their experience of working flex
regular staff survey  

 We will ask staff who have been refused for their views on the policy 

 We w

profile 

 

groups?

If you have identified a potential negative impact is this: 

If this is a new policy identifying any negative impact would be based on 
 take up of 

order to ensure that any negative impact is picked up quickly we will use the 
monitoring data captured to analyse take up and internal trends.   This information 
will be shared with Service Directors 

If this is a revision of an existing policy you may have more hard data to call 
on. 

Are there likely to be an ative impact or outcome for different y neg
 

• Justified 

• Likely to be a high impact 
 

guesswork.   However we expect that as we get more ‘hard data’ on the
flexible working across the Council this will inform our analysis. 

 

In 

 

 

What action will you take to minimise the negative impact? 

 

The policy will be publicised across the Council using our internal communications 
framework. We will arrange specific briefings for managers and employees to 
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ssment explain the policy.    We will monitor as already outlined in this asse

We will hold review meetings with the trade unions - action 

 

What is the review period for this policy? 

t the review 

changes the policy will be reviewed / amended accordingly. 

 

What is the review period for this policy? 

t the review 

changes the policy will be reviewed / amended accordingly. 

 

  

This policy will be subject to a three year review period. 

However where the monitoring of hard data shows differential treatmen
period of the policy would be shortened.   Equally if there are further legislative 

This policy will be subject to a three year review period. 

However where the monitoring of hard data shows differential treatmen
period of the policy would be shortened.   Equally if there are further legislative 

 

Signed (completing officer): 

……………………………………………………  Date:…………………… 

nager of completing officer): 

Date:…………………… 

Name of relevant Equality and Diversity Champion  

Has this EIA been quality Checked by the relevant Equality and Diversity 
Champion? (delete as appropriate)   

 

Approved by Equalities Working Group?    Yes / No    - Date of approval …… 

 

Published on website?    Yes / No  - Date  of publication …

For office use only 

Yes / No 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

  

…………………………………………………  

Signed (ma
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Appendix 5: Procedure for getting your EIA approved and published 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Equalities Working Group may identify amendments / further work the
require you to complete (you will be informed of these required changed

y 
) 

Complete your Initial or Full EIA using the EIA toolkit and help/guidance provided by your manager and
Equality & Diversity Champion. Ensure that your Equality & Diversity Champion has been part of this 

process, so that they can suggest amendments / further work required. 

 

E-mail your final EIA to your Equality & Diversity Champion 

The Equalities Working Group should 
approve your EIA 

Your Equality Champion will submit your EIA to the Equalities
Working Group

 
 

Get your manager to sign-off your EIA (there is space on the
template for them to do this) 

 

You will need to complete any changes and re-submit your
EIA to your Equality and Diversity Champion

 
 

Your EIA will get published on the Council’s Website  
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Appendix 6: Glossary 
 

• Direct discrimination - When someone is subject to detrimental treatment because of their race / ethnicity, gender, disability etc. 

• Indirect discrimination - When a rule or regulation, such as selection criteria for a job, is applied to everyone but has a more detrimental o
disproportionate negative impact on one group than another i.e. on women v. men; black people v. white people; younger people v. older
people.  An Equality Impact Assessment is designed to uncover any indirect discrimination in a service. 

r 

s 

s 
. 

 

• Different impact - Some services are designed to target particular groups’ e.g. older people, young men, so it is by intention that some group
will be affected differently by the policy. 

Adverse impact- Some policies or procedures may unwittingly have an adverse impact on some groups who are therefore more likely to get a les
good service or be excluded from the service all together.  An Equality Impact Assessment is designed to uncover adverse impacts
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